Beak or cast sweep interchange of the Eagle assembly allows the packer wheels. This 11.4 cm (4 1/2 in) or 8.9 cm (3 1/2 in) packer wheels in most soil conditions and with either opener in most soil conditions, helping prevent seed spread. Use this "V" opening for minimal conditions and with either opener in most soil conditions, helping prevent seed spread. Use this "V" opening for minimal

Maximize your machine's life with contact for quicker, more uniform germination. Individual soil build-up. On-row packing ensures excellent seed-to-soil effective in heavy or sticky soil conditions, helping prevent packer wheels to give you the flexibility to operate in a vari-

The Acra Point opener has a chrome tip for added wear. The Hoe Point opener OPENER (S30495)

The Hoe Point opener OPENER (S30495)

Narrow packer wheel gangs allow superior contour - compliment a full range of Morris openers that you can incorporate in your seeding operations. Morris offers a full range of durable rubber and steel packer tubes add to the durability. The packer wheels

Xpress™ Double Disc Air Drill

Maxim II & III Air Drills

The policy of MORRIS INDUSTRIES LTD. is one of continuing improvement; therefore, the company reserves the right to change specifications without notice.
Maxim III - cover more acres in one pass... on time

New enhanced frame members on the Maxim III easily handle up to 18 m (60 ft) of air drill loaded with fertilizer coulters and all the other options you require for today’s one pass seeding. For added durability, the center frame has no wear points. The patented frame coupling on the wings lets each wing section float freely to maximize flexibility and controllability. The Maxim III is available as a three or five frame unit.

New 550 lb Trip makes its debut. After millions of acres, the Morris Spring Cushion Trip has proven its durability. The 160 kg (350 lb) trip assembly can take the punishment of your toughest fields. Standard 2.54 cm (1 inch) shanks are available as a “C” shank or “Edge-on” to match your trash and opener requirements.

Expect More! Morris delivers more dependability with the new Maxim III. Rely on the Maxim III to provide the flexibility, coverage and options you need to quickly and efficiently seed, fertilize and pack... all in one pass.

You will gain stability and save time when transporting the new Maxim III Air Drill. Groundcenter wings eliminate the use of wing locks making fold-up quick and compact. Transport wheels lock into place automatically. Transport pins can be manually installed for added safety.
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